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Council proposes stricter attendance policy
By BONNIE JERDAN
The Academic Council approved a proposal to change the
present attendance policy Dec.
10,1979.
The new policy on which
iacuity will vote in March,
proposes that students who
miss 25% of a course's class
meetings receive a grade of
N, F, or U, depending on the
circumstances.
If approved at the Faculty
Conference, the attendance policy will go Into effect with
the 1980-81 catalog, according
to Vice Provost Richard Houk.
The proposal also gives individual instructors "the prerogative of establishing more rigorous attendance regulations in
any course."
In addition, "instructors of
courses are not obligated to provide make-up opportunities for
students who are not absent
without adequate cause," according to the proposal.
Hie Academic Council decided to research the need for a
cha- ge in policy at the suggestion of many faculty members,
according to Dr. David Rankin,
chairman of the Committee to

Review the Attendance ftjllcy.
"Faculty as a whole wants a
stricter attendance policy," Rankin said. "They have complained about a lack of class attendance for over four or five
years."
Rankin said that the Council
is proposing this attendance policy change for "no other reason than the fact that students' grades will improve,"

Rankin said he would consider priate department chairman or
giving the student a grade of
incomplete, or I, if the days
RaiiHn doubts that any regumlased were as a result of Bi- lations as unrealistic as only
nes* or hospitalization.
three cuts win be appoved by
The ability of Instructors to chalmic-n or deans. "If a student
further limit absensces is one feels that thj attendance rewhich troubles most students quirement is too strict, he can
Rankin has talked to. Hovve', go to the department chairhe said, a recommendation hi* man," he said.
been made which will require
Rankin is fairly sure that tie
that attendance regulations es- faculty will approve the propotablished by an Instructor must sal. It was passed by the Acahave the approval of the appro- demic Council unanimously.

English professors will all
agree that the major reason for
freshman failing WRI 101-102 is
that they don't attend class,
Rankin said. He added that although some students make high
grades, they could have learned
more in class and benefited from
discussion.
The 25% of class meetings
missed would amount to 12
Monday-Wednisday Friday
classes, 8 Tuesday-Thursday
classes, <r. 4 dii-es that meet VOL. LVn, NO. 14
once a week, Rankin said.
If this 'otal is reached before
the drop >eriod is over or if the
student k maintaining a B average or above, the student will
receive a grade of N for the
By KELLY GORDON
course. Otherwise, the grades
of F or U would be assigned.

Student Government President John Hayes believes that
the proposed attendance policy
Is "pretty lenient" However,
he worries about the part which
adows professors to make the
policy more rigorous.
He said that manv students
don't have to go to class, "They
can make the grade. It should
be their prerogative. If I'm not
getting anything out of a class,
It's not fair that I have to be
there."
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Homecoming plans soar

W.C. student killed
By KELLY GORDON
Winthrop College freshman Scott W. Zierold, 19, of
Colts Neck, N.J., was killed
Saturday, Dec. 29, in a singlecar accident while home for
Christmas vacation.
Police said that the 1 ajn.
accident occurred when Zierold lost control of his car at
a turn In M.'nalapan, NJ.
and struck t concrete bridge.
Zierold was thrown from the
vehicle, and Duke University
student Charles Fox of Colts
Neck, a passenger, was pinned
when the car overturned.
Zierold was pronounced
dead on arrival at Freehold
Area Hospital. Fox, who was
In critical condition at the
Jersey Shore Medical Center,
also died.
Winthrop Eagle C h a i n Branson slips between two France*
Marion Patriots in Monday's game. The Patriots handed
ihc Eagles a 85-76 lost. (Photo by A.P. Copley)

Visiting faculty
Faculty from two other
college campuses will arrive
at Winthrop Wednesday, Jan.
23, as part of the Revolting
Exchange Program, accordlp,
to President Charles Vail.
Fourteen faculty members,
seven from Western Kentucky
University and seven bom
Shippensburg State College
(Pennsylvania), will visit Winthrop through Friday, observing various areas, such as
academics, athletics, student
life, ard the llbniy, Vafl

said.
The Revolving Exchange
Proeram was Invented to prrfmote faculty development
and to foster tasUte-Uooal
Improvement Seven »sprosentatives of Wlnthrop's faculty tn turn visit the other
two campuses as well.
' I t gives (the participants)
a H I experience In another
setting," Vail said. 'They can
taun new approaches and
how problems are mat."

Zierold, a member of the
Winthrop soccer team, was to
have been honored as the
team's most iT.pr.wed player
at the Aprii «:!iietic banquet.
Voting by the team hid
been
completed
before
Christmas h~«k, but the results had not been announced.
"It was a tragic lost to
the team," said soccer coach
Jim Casada. "Scott was a One
player and would have been
an Important part of our
program In the future. But
more than Out, he was wellllkwi and respected by hie
teammates and fellow students."

Scott W. Zierold

The 5-foot-ll, 160 pound
midfielder had ployed in all
but one match this year for
Winthrop, the 1979 NAIA
District 6 Championship team
and Area 5 Runner-up.
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Mini-computer promises to save time
Public Affairs Release
A mini-computer installed recently at Winthrop College promises to o r e student and
faculty researchers time and
money as well as benefit small
business dtents served by the
college's School of Business
Administration.
Hie
$60,000 computer,
which will be worth $150,000
when It is fully operational,
was purchased by the School of
Business Administration after
more than a year of planning
<tnd shopping.
"We've known for some time
that we needed a system somewhere between the tiny microcomputer we have and the
large computer system supplied by the University of South
Carolina," "School of Business
Administration
Dean Jerry
Padgett salcl.
Padgett explained that the
table top micro-computer did not
have the capability of handling
complex data and the larger
system, located in Columbia
and used by state agencies as
well as other colleges and universities, is expensive to use and
not particularly suited for much
of the college's classroom and
research needs.
The Data General S-130 is a
sophisticated interactive system,
Padgett said, that allows student
and faculty researchers to "talk
to" the computer rather than
wait hours, and sometimes days,
to get a printout from the large
main-frame computer system
that the college Is linked to. The
main-frame computer is batchfed key-punched data cards and
response time for a print-out is
limited by demands made on the
computer by the dozens of
other patrons seeking time on
the system.
Wlnthrop's new Data General S-130, installed in the basement of the Kinard Building,
has terminals that look like
television screens that allow the

in South Carolina for two years.
on Individual units.
researcher to adjust a program struction and property manage- payments
Holmes, who Is completing He and Will Htacker, also a
or call up Information instantly. ment purposes," Holmes said.
computer science instructor,
At present, the new computer "In one application, agencies doctoral work in statistics and wrote the grant proposal that
has two terminals, but when it could manage large numbers of computer programming and was accepted by the Real Esis fully operational, it will have rental properties by computer- analysis at the University ot tate Commission.
up to 50 terminals that students izing records on repairs and Georgia, was a real estate broker
and faculty members will have
access to, Padgett said.
"Our hope is to increase the
number of courses the School
of Business Administration and
other departments offer that will
make use of the computer for
class purposes," Padgett said.
Additionally,
the
minicomputer will be used to al£
small businesses in the state that
have turned to Winthrop
College's School of Business
Administration for help in Improving and streamlining their
operations.
Already, Padgett uid, the
School of Business Administration has received a $20,900
grant from the South Carolina
Real Estate Commission to
study mini-computers and their
application in the real estate
field.
"The real estate firms in the
state want to be able to utilize
mini-computers in their marketing effort," Padgett said. "They
want us to study the computers
for them and give them recommendations on purchasing
hardware (machines) and software (programs) and show them
COMPUTER POWER — Winthrop College studen. "tany Thompson works wittj the new minihow they can utilize them for
tackling existing problems and computer purchased recently by the college's School of Business Administration. The school expects
to
use the new system to help anall business clients who have turned to the School of Business
future reeds."
. William P. Holmes, a com- Administration for help In improving and streamlining their operations. The computer will also
puter sclencc instructor in the facilitate student and faculty research. (Winthrop College photo by Joel Nichols)
School of Business Administration, said the new minicomputer will help researchers
determine which type of computer system might appeal to
a realty firm in terms of capabilities and cost. It will also
•A 5
•;
allow them to teft-run selected
programs to see .if they are
effective" in meeting actual needs
of a realty firm, he said. IsSj
"The computer can be Useful
in both large arid small agencies
fur brokerage, appraisal, con-

W.C. in front seat
Davidson College's reputation In college bowl academic
competition Is legend, but Winthrop College students made the
Davidson team sit in the back seat for at least half the ride in
a recent tournament.
Competing Nov. 29 in a tour- jment sponsored by the Charlotte Area Educational Consortium, the Winthrop team managed
to keep the Davidson team scoreless for a good portion of the
first half ot a semifinal game. Although eventually losing the
game to Davidson, Winthrop dominated the first half and was
leading 160 to 100 at halftime.
Coordinator of the Davidson team, Lyman Collins, admitted
the Winthrop team "gave us quit* a scare."
Bonnie Banks, coordinator of the Winthrop team, said the
Winthrop students were facing a confident Davidson team because in first-round compedtion Davidson shut out Queens
College from Charlotte.
"We certainly didn't ex|ect to do as well as we did, Mrs.
Banks Mid. "We're surprised, pleased and very proud of our
students."
„
. „
Winthrop students comprising the team were Francis Powers,
Mark Sumner and Karen Beaty of Rock Hill and Anne Ledford
of Mayo. Powers, Sumner and Beaty are students in the School
of Business Administration, and Ledford is majoring in mathematics. Team alternates *re Dineese Verabie of Panis Island and
Diane Bethea cf Rock Hill, both business majors.
Last year Davidson's college bowl team won the National
College Eowl competition by beating the Harvard team and
wont on to place second In international competition in Great
Britain. Davidson Professor Charles Lloyd, who was coach of
l r i veal's team, coached the team Winthrop students faced.
"he Nov. 29 competition was held on the University of
North Carolina at Charlotte (UNCC) campus.

QUALITY TYPING

Fast, accurate typing of term papers,
reports, resumes, letters, and much
more for only pennies per page!
ALL PAPERS ARE
TAILORED TO YOUR SPECIFICATIONS.

Weekends:
CaB anytime.
Weekdays: Before
9:30 ajn. or
after 5:30 pjn.

Phone 328-0763 today
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Brokemans don't need to exist
By RICHARD A. PODMORE
Public Attain Office
For Bob Brokemin, a typical
work week may mean 60 to 80
hours of work.
Brokemin ts a student at
Winthrop College. Because of
his financial need, he received
a Basic Educational Opportunity
Grant from the federal government. He uso took out a
South Carolina Su'dent Loan to
bridge the gap between the
grant and his tuition.
Brokeman works In the campus " cafeteria and sometimes
goes home on weekends and
holiday breaks to make some
money at a part-time job.
Carrying a 15-hour course load,
he works under constant pressure. He crawls out of bed at 6
o'clock three mornings a week
to work the breakfast line in the
cafeteria, and he frequently
works on homework until 2
ajn.
He studies laie because he has
to keep his grades up. Although
no specific standard exists, Winthrop officials expect on-campus
student workers to maintain an
acceptable grade average.
Brokemm is not a real person, but his financial circumstances and hectic "schedule are
not unusual among Winthrop
students. In fact, the Brokemans
on campus may be In the
majority rather than the minority.
During (he 1978-79 school

year, a total of $1,912,764
was paid out to 1,962 studenta
in the form of federal and statu
loans, grants, scholarships and
campus employment.
According to Winthrop financial aid officer Mollie Bethea,
estimates for the 1979-80 year
show as much as $2,372,000
going to 2,600 students. This
Increase is the result of the
Middle Income Assistance Act
which made eligible students
who never received aid because
their parent's Income was too
high.
With the exception of k few
specialized scholarships, all
scholarships aval'abia to Winthrop are awarded each year.
Bethea ildms very few, if any,
students leave her office without some form of aid.
."Very few students that we
know about drop out of school
for a semester because they
den't hsve enough money. Aid,
such as campus employment or
loans, is available to every student.
"Students who don't have
money either didn't ask for it,
didnt want to work, or didn't
want to take out a loan. In a
few remote cases, the parents
refused to fill out the (College
Scholarship Services) financial
aid fonn. Without that form,
we can't begin to award aid,"
Bethea said.
The CSS form must accompany Winthrop's financial aid application. CSS evaluates the
form according to federal guide-

lines to determine the student's
needs.
Students apply directly for a
Basic Educational Opportunity
Grant by filling out the CSS
form. These $200 t<. $1,800
grants do not have to be repaid
and are Issued to students who
meet ellbllity requirements given
on the form.
A BEOG will be awarded to
U.S. citizens or eligible noncitizens not holding a bachelor's
degree and having education
costs which are more than they
can pay. These students must be
enrolled at least half-time at a
college meeting the requirements
of the Basic Grant Program and
must not have received four
full years of Basic Grant payments.
Eligibility for a National
Direct Student Loan (NDSL) is
also determined froir. the financial aid form. The NDSL has a 3
percent interest rate, and repayment begins after the student
leaves college.
Guaranteed Student Loans
are similar to the NDSL, although they are usually made by
banks, savings and loans associations and credit unions. The
South Carolina Student Loan
Coiporatlon is an example of a
guaranteed student loan lender.
"Hie repayment begins 10
months after the student leaves
college and the federal government pays the full 7 percent Interest while the r*udent Is in
college.
The default rate on loans

LANGSTON'S

made through Winthrop dropped
from 1C percent in 1977 to 9.4
percent In 1978 compared with
a 10 percent national rate.
Wachovia Bank of North Carolina billing techniques and a
Rock Hill collection agency,
Todd, Bremer and Lawson,
were partly responsible for the
drop, Bethea said.
Bethea said she feels that
pre-loan counseling will also
help decrease
the default
rate. The Department of Health,
Education and Welfare now
requires each student to attend
a counseling session before he
signs the loan. Because most of
the students who defaulted
didn't realize they had to pay
the loan back, these sessions Inform student of his legal obligation to repay the loan. The sessions also help the student understand how the loan program
works, she said.
Winthrop also has a campus
employment program which is
considered a source of aid.
All students are eligible to work
on campus for a maximum of
15 hours per week at $2.50 per
hour.
Some students may be
eligible to work under the
federally-funded
work-study
program. Eligibility is limited to
a need ind a desire to work.
Of the 757 students working
OP campus during the first
semester of the 1979-80 year,
only 166 qualified for workstudy.
Bethea said much of the
financial stress the students are
under is self-made.
"They all want more money,
but our budget only goes so far.

ANNUAL WINTER
CLEARANCE SALE
20% to 50% off

BECOME A LAWYER S ASSISTANT.
• Program approved by American Bar Association.
• Day or Evening classes available

• Employmenl assisiance.

. A FtaprasentatrrafromTha National Cantar tor ParaUgal
Training's Lawyer* Assistant Program wilt* on campus
on Friday. Oct. 5. from 9.00 a.m. - noon at tha Placeman
Ofllca to maet intarastaJ students. For mora information
contact ttta Ptacamant Ottlca or The National Cantar lor
Paralegal Training. 3378 PaachtraafloeA HE. Sulfa 430.
Atlanta. Georgia 30328. (40*) 288-1090.

rpieaje tend me mlotmnon about • career as a late/art]

-SUITS -SPORT COATS -PANTS
-SWEATERS
OPEN FRIDAY NIGHT TIL 9:00

We can't
afford to
waste it.

College
Graduates

TownCenter Mall

-DRESS SHIRTS -SPORT SHIRTS

We award everything we have,
and we have jobs available
which go unfilled because they
aren't attractive job6-worklng
in the cafeteria, for example.
Hie point is that every student
at Winthrop is eligible for some
type of aid, even if it Is only
campus employment. They just
have to ask for it."
Self-made or not, financial
stress is real to the student.
Paying $60 for three textbooks
is not uncommon, and the student has to worry about supplies, tuition, fees, and room and
board.
And the student must have
clothes. At Winthrop there is a
marked change of appearance
between the students of the
eariy 70's and the present.
Students are breaking away
from the Hue-jeans-and-teeshlrts routine and turning to a
dressier, almost formal, appearance. Clothes cost money, and
since most students want to fit
Into • the group, peer pressure
contributes to the financial
crunch.
At Winthrop, the Bob Brokemans will continue to devote as
much time to making money
for school as they do to working on iheir studies. But for the
students who haven't tapped
the resources of the Financial
Aid Office, Bethea says there
may be some relief. Hie
money, she says, is there for
the askinr;.

City.

I
i
I
I

. Yr. Gred. .
• SPRING Oar
Fib. 11 - May 9

OSUMMER DAI
June 12 - 5«pt. 9

• SPRING €VE
Mirch 18 - Sept 20

OfALL DAY
Sapt. 1® - Oat 18

DFAUEVt
Oct.21-Uay9

THE NATIONAL CENTER FOR
PARALEGAL TRAINING
3376 Peachtree Rd., NE
Atlanta, Ga. 30326
404/266-1060
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Attendance:
students9 decision
Not m u y students know that a change is taking shape
at Wlnthrop which may affect their grades or lifestyles. If
it goes through the proper channels and is approved, many
students will hare to become more conscientious about
attending classes.
According to Vice Provost Richard Houk, the
Academic Council is recotamending a change In Wlnthrop's
attendance policy. The proposal wfll go before the faculty
at the Faculty Conference In March and, if approved,
win go into effect next semester in the 1980-61 catalogue.
The main motion, which the Academic Council
approved December 10, states that if a student misses 26%
of a course's dass meetings, he will receive a grade of N,
F, or U. Whichever is appropriate. In a 14-week semester,
this percentage amounts to 12 days of Monday-WednesdayFriday dasset, eight days of Tuesday-Thursday classes,
and four days of dames which meet oncc a week.
Such a radical change from the fonier policy of grades
based only on academic performance requires the immediate attention of students, who are the ones who will be
most greatly affected by It should the policy be approved.
An additional suggestion En the proposal up for approval
is that individual professors wfll have the option of enforcing "more rigorous attendance regulations." This will
give professors the power to even further limit absences.
Unfortunately, an eaiiy deadline for this Issue of THE
JOHNSONIAN kept me from researching the new attendance policy proposal enough to judge it fairly and report
the views of others regarding it. However, I do believe that
the student should be allowed the freedom of deciding
whether he will profit from attending every class meeting
of specific courses. If he has a more Important engagement
at the time of a certain class, such as a job Interview, or
would prefer to spend the time studying for a test in his
next dass, the choice should be his.
Another alternative would be that each department
dedde its own attendance policy. Some courses are based
more on lectures and would be justified In requiring attendance. Others are based more on textbooks and should not
. enforce total attendance.

An American Caesar
Dr. Birdsall Viault
Willlai. Manchester called
him an "American Caesar."
And GIs in the Pacific theater
during World War II referred
to him as "Dugout Doug."
In fact. General Douglas MacArthur, who was born a century ago on January 26, 1880,
was an extraordinarily brave
man. Hundreds of times he
courted death to set an example
for his troops.
2ven many of MacArthur's
detractors believe he was the
greatest American solcfiei of this
century.
Serving as a field general in
three wars (World Wan I and H
and the Korean conflict), MacArthur commanded more troops
in battle with fewer casualties
than any other American.
He also got into more public
controversies than his mDitary
colleagues. In the end, he was
undone by his conflict with a
little haberdasher who became a
great president: Harry Truman.
Douglas Mac Arthur was born
to the military life. His father
was Arthur Mac Arthur, who became, during the Civil War at
age 19, the youngest colonel in
the United States Army.
The younger Mac Arthur was
a true son of his father. The
elder Mac Arthur's aide once remarked: "Arthur'MacArthur was
the most flamboyantly egotistical man I had ever seen, until I
met his son."
If the father's influence on
his son was great, so was that of
his mother, a southern belle

from Norfolk. She frequently
told the young Douglas: "You
must grow up to be a great man
like your father (or alternatively "like Robert E. Lee")."
On a competitive examination for a nomination to West
Point, MacArthur scored 99Vt
percent. At the academy, he
wound up as first captain of
the corps, like Robert E. Lee
and John J. Pershing before
him.
During World War I, he
served with distinction in
France, winning seven silver
stars for bravery. By 1918, he
had become a brigadier general.
In Hie postwar years, MacArthur rose to the top of the
peacetime army, retiring
in
1935 after serving a term as
chief of staff.
In 1932, MacArthur got his
worst public image when he
used troops, bayonets and gas
to disperse a crowd of 25,000
unemployed veterans who had
descended on Washington as
"bonus marchers" seeking relief.
Franklin Roosevelt believed
that MacArthur was as dangerous as Huey Long and was no
doubt relieved when the general went off to the Philippines
to organize the new army there.
After America's entry into
World War n, MacArthur was recalled to active duty and was
placed In charge or the U.S.
Far East Command.
He faced a savage foe. As
MacArthur prepared to liberate

Manila, the Japanese strapped
hospital patients to their beds
and then set the buildings on
fire. All told, 100,000 Filipinos
were murdered.
But when MacArthur took
control of the occupation of
Japan, he was remarkably generous. He rebuilt Japan along
democratic lines, gave the vote
to women, and broke up ancient land holdings.
MacArthur was 70 when he
took command of the United
Nations forces In Korea in June
1950, but he proved to be as
vigorous a commander as ever.
He engineered the Inchon
landings behind the North Korean lines, one of the most
brilliantly successful maneuvers
of all time. Soon, however,
MacArthur was In dispute with
President Truman over the
future course of the war and was
relieved of his command in
April 1951.
Returning to the United
States, MacArthur emotionally
told a joint session of Congress:
"Old soldiers never (fie. They
just fade away."
He did gradually fade away,
although he served for a time
as chairman of Remington Rand.
Shortly before his death In
1964, he reflected on what it
had been like to be Douglas
MacArthur. "My mother put
too much pressure on me," he
said. "Being No. 1 Is the loneliest job in the world."

Bonnie Jerdan
P.S. The J welcomes letters from students and faulty In
response to this proposal.

Carter's rude awakening
Column by Stephen R. Gibble, Chairman
College Republican National Committee
The recent events in Iran and Afghanistan have pointed out
the lack of a deper lable foreign policy and defense structure
presented by the Carter Administration.
Hie Jimmy Carter that took office in 1977 began policies
that would weaken the capability of American foreign policy
to function by un-Vrcutting the defense structure.
His decision to discontinue production of the B-l bomber,
to cancel plans for a fifth nuclear-powered air craft carries, and
the general reduction In military spending, severely disrupted
the military balance between the United States and the Soviet
Union.
Asked on New Year's eve whether his perception has changed
in light of the Soviet thrust into Afghanistan, Carter replied:
"This action of the Soviets has made a more dramatic change in
my opinion of 'That the Soviets' ultimate goals are than anything they've done In previous time I've been in office."
Where was Carter when Sonet troops were discovered stationed in Cuba? Where was he when Soviet backed Cuban troops
were fighting In Angola and other African nations? And hasn't
he seen the figures showing the continuous Increase in military
spending by the Russians?
The Carter Administration is now proving how naive they
have been over the past three "years and with this naivety the
American foreign policy and our nation will be the ones that
-uffer.
George F. Kennan, a Soviet expert said In early 1977, "I
think the Dew (Carter) Administration
has defied all
lessons we have learned with the Soviets since the last world
war."
It Is time we concentrated on building a strong conventional
military to reinforce American foreign policy worldwide!
As Winston Churchill once said, "Superior force is a powerful
persuader."
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letters to the editor
Congratulations TJ

What will the 1980* have in
'store for you;

To the Editor:

Photos and Copy
BY TIM HARTIS

I have just finished reading your November 5th special edition of THE JOHNSONIAN concerning
nuclear energy. Congratulations on a fine job. We were delighted to be able to assist you and your
staff in their research of nuclear energy.
Your reporters covered a technical and emotional subject fairly. In depth, and quite accurately.
I know It was a big undertaking to tackle a job that size in the time that you had available.
Plaase call on me If we can assist you further.
Cordially,
Angelina S. Howard,
Manager, Energy Information Services

"Hopefully graduate school,
then a job."
Llbby Bo wen-senior

A hand for the Eaglettes
To die Editor:
I am writing, on behalf of the entire soccer team and myself, to express our appreciation for the
fine support and assistance the Winthrop Eaglettes gave us throughout the course of our recently
completed season. Under the leadership of Karen Silllvant, this outstanding service organization
provided ball girls for all home matches and the District 6 tournament, regularly made signs
publicizing our matches, and in general relieved me of many of the onerous duties and details which
are a necessary part of a successful program.
All of us are deeply grateful to this fine group. TTiey are a real asset to Wlnthrop's athletic program
and a credit to the college community.
Sincerely,
Jim Casada, Soccer Ccidi

M.

.v-

WC bookstore monopoly broken

"Adventure, lore, fun, hopefully a very enjoyable life while
I'm still young. I hope no
major disasters occur in this
world."
Paul Varga-senior

To the Editor:
At last textbooks are affordable. The Winthrop textbook monopoly has been broken. David
Parrish, proprietor of the Bookworm, now sells Winthrop College textbooks. And he sells them
cheaper than the Winthrop College store. Not only that, but he deducts another 10% at the register.
No longer do wo have to tolerate ripoff book prices. No longer do we have to contribute to the
Winthrop Store's private bank account (which reaches into the tens of thousands AFTER expenses).
And those running the store can no longer maintain that the prices are not too high. The Bookworm
is making a good profit selling textbooks at substantially lower prices.
Now and in the future, buy your books at the Bookworm. We can show Winthrop College the
absurdity of making obscene profits at the expense of its students.
Bob Ford

.

"

"Graduation, I hope. That's
about the most important thing
to me. Maybe the Iranians will
let the hostages go by 1980."
Bert Owens-senior

'

letter policy
AU letters to the editor must be signed by the author. We will omit the author's name upon
request.
Letters should be typed, if posible, on a 55-inch space line.
Letters should be submitted to Box 6800 or brought to the TJ office in the Good Building.
Letters must be received by 4 pjn. Tuesday to appear in the following week's issue.

Here's one for WC bookstore

"More classes. I want to get I
involved In school activities and I
run for senior dass president. I
I'm one step doser to gradua-1
tion."
Becky Waits-junior

"Junior Follies. I'm also
looking forward to taking more
classes in tny major, bringing
me closer to my career objective."
Shirley Briggs-junior
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Relax through biofeedback
By RICHARD A. PODMORE
Wlnthrop College Public
Affairs Office
Wlnthrop College students
have found a new way to relaxbiofeedback.
William WeHs, director of the
Winthrop Counseling Center,
explains that the biofeedback
machine installed in his center
last November uses the elec•ridtv produced by muscle activity to measure anxiety and
tension. H t machine that looks
like an electronic TV game
gives auditory and visual feedback about muscle tension,
changes in skin temperature and
brain wave activity.
"People can fool themselves
into believing they are relaxed.
This state occurs after the body
has been tense for a long time.
Hie brain sends out the signal
to relax but Is ignored by the
muscles. What results is a perpetual state of tension. Eventually, people forget how to
relax," Wells says.
The machine Is designed to
detect this tension. Most people
start out with the electromyograph (EMG), which measures
muscle tension by detecting
electrical activity in the muscles. The frontalis, or forehead,
is usually the contact point for
placement of the device because
of Its sensitivity, although it can
be used on any muscle. To record electrical activity, three
electrodes are clipped onto an
elastic band placed around the

person's head. The resulting
measurement is given in microvolts and registered in different
audible tones. The tighter the
muscle, the higher the tone.
"A good reading on this
machine is around 5 microvolts.
A very tense person may register between 30 and 50. The
idea behind the machine is to
learn to relax. The patient can
sit and hear, by use of the auditory device, how tense he Is.
He can Increase or decrease
the tone by flexing or relaxing
his muscles. The object Is to
decrease the tone as much as
possible, setting a lower threshold each time the machine Is
used," Wells explains.
With a little experience, the
patient can learn to play "Mary
Had a Little Lamb" simply by
tightening and relaxing his
muscles.
A peripheral temperature unit
is also a part of the machine.
The device resembles a large,
black clothespin with a wire
attached. This unit records
changes in skin temperature.
Since blood is pumped primarily to the internal organs during
a state of tension, the peripheral temperature unit helps a
person learn to relax muscles
and increase blood flow throughout the body. The unit is usually
damped to the hand.
The biofeedback machine
also measures the brain's alpha
wave activity with an electroencephalograph (EEG). This portion of the machine is usually

not used until the patient has
learned to control his muscles
with the EMG. Once the patient can use the EMG, he is
well on his way to total body
control.
How long does it take to
leam to use biofeedback? Wells
emphasizes that the machine
cannot work miracles. "If a
student comes In here the week
of exams and complains that
he waa test anxiety, there Is
really nothing we can do. However, if that student had come
in several weeks before the
exams, we probably could help
him ease his tension by concentrating on the problems he
has with tests. Getting overnight
relief from anxiety is practically
impossible."
Several students have used
the machine during its first
month at Winthrop. However,
information regarding their success with biofeedback is privileged. Wells does say he is now
better equipped to help students with their problems. The
service is free to full-time students.
The biofeedback machine, a
Coul bourn A21 which cost
$750 will be valuable in teaching
relaxation practices, Wells says.
Of the studsntj =ho come to
the counseling center, he says
60 to 70 percent hare a problem
with anxiety. By recording the
biofeedback readings each time
a client comes in, Wells says,
progress can be demonstrated.
Ultimately, the desired micro-
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volt level will be reached. At
this point, Wells says, the pa-,
tient Is not "cured," he just has
better self-control.
Wells suggests that everyone
can benefit from biofeedback,
especially people who think thsy
are very relaxed. Theie people
are often the ones with the
serious problems.

So, if someone says he
doesn't have a care in the world
but still drinks eight cases of
beer a week, smokes four packs
of cigarettes a day, and flies
off the handle at the drop of a
pin, he should try biofeedback.
The long term results could
be helpful and healthful.

No crossed wires
By RICHARD PODMORE
Winthrop College Public Affairs Office
A machine that looks like an electronic TV game is
supposed to help me relax.
At least that's what William Wells, director of the
Winthrop College Counseling Center, told me when I
showed up to investigate his new biofeedback machine.
To prove his point, he wired me to the machine. I
hoped he didnt get any wires crossed.
Wells first hooked me up to the electryomyograph
(EMG), which measures muscle tendon by detecting
electrical activity in the muscles. Because of Its sensitivity,
the forehead, or frontalis, is the most commonly used
measurement area, although the device can be attached on
any muscle.
Wells clipped three electrodes into an elastic band and
fastened it around my head, the electrodes pressing against
my forehead. I felt like saying "No, executioner, I hare no
last words. Throw the switch." But Weils assured me the
only electricity involved was my own.
Once the electrodes were In place, the tension measurement was given in mlcrovolta and registered in audible
tones. The tighter the muscle, the higher tiie tone. With a
little experience, I could have played "Mary Had a Little
Lamb" by simply flexing and relrxing muades.
"A good reading is around 5 mlcrovolta," Wells said.
"A very tense person may register bfctVreen 30 and 50.
The Idea behind the machine is to leam to relax. 'Die
patient can hear, by use of the auditory device, how tense
he Is, increasing or deceasing the tone by working his
muscles. The object Is to decrease the tone as much as
possible, setting a lower microvolt threshold each time the
machine is used," Wells explained.
When Weils tested me, I had a reading of 1.83 to 3.2
microvolts. He told me I'd have to be dead to get a lower
reacfing.
Peripheral temperature is also a part of biofeedback.
Not knowing what peripheral temperature was or why it
was important, I was a little worried when Wells clamped
?i. . 1' . k c , o t h e 5 P l n onto my finger. He explained
that the clothespin held the electrode which monitors
Ranges in skin temperature. It is clamped to the hand
because Mood is pumped primarily to the internal organs
during a state of tension, causing skin temperature in the
limbs to drop (the old "cold feet" syndrome). These
changes are useful in learning to relax the muscles and
increase blood flow.
My skin temperature must have been all right because
the tone mcreased, leveled off, then increased more.
h„f w!o? EC, , t o u s e t h e electroencephalograph (EEG),
tho
^
" records alpha wave activity in
I r a ™ ? ? ' c n t. r o , m uissc lUeF U , l l y u s e d a f t e r a P»" o n t has
°
'
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Vail speaks at fall commencement
Public Affairs Release
Wlnthrop College President
Charles 3. Vail called on 230
graduates at fall commencement
Saturday, Dec. 15, to learn
mure about the Islamic people
In an effort to understand the
crisis In Iran.
Although Vail said he In no
way condones the "barbaric act
of seizing our Tehran Embassy
and personnel," he said Americans are guilty of national
myopia when It comes to understanding people and cultures

of other countries.
"We know so little about
the peoples In other parti of
the worid. In the absence of
(this) knowledge. . . , how can
we possibly understand their
actions, motivations and sentiments? And how can we
possibly avoid the tragic mistakes In our dealings with
them?"
Vail asked the graduates to
arm themselves with knowledge
and understanding before they
criticize other governments and
people.

He indicated gaining that education and making way for a
knowledge could begin simply. "greater emphasis on our eco"If you, as new graduates, have nomic. humanistic and cultural
no concept of the size and lo- roots";
cation of nations comprising
-expanding dramatically efIslam, I suggest that this be the forts to understand and apprefirst order of business following ciate the economic, political
graduation today," he said. and cultural systems of other
Other ways Vail said the parts of the worid;
graduates and others could
-and undertaking a reformahelp to increase knowledge and tion of attitudes toward language
study.
understanding and promote their
own country's greatness and
On this last point he taid,
leadership in the world include:
"In South Carolina we pride
-reassessing the nation's com- ourselves In the successes of
mitment to vocationalism in recruiting foreign Industry ana

foreign customers, but we treat
foreign languages as though they
were akin to poison Ivy."
Vail partld[ated In awarding
the 230 degrees. Including three
associate, ISO bachelor and 77
graduate degrees.
The graduates Included nine
students with magna euro laude
distinction (at least 3.75 grade
point average), 10 with cum
laude distinction (at least 3.5
grade point average) and three
with general and departments]
honors.

Survey forecasts more jobs in 1980
EAST LANSING MI (CPS) Despite economists' fear of a
deep and long-lasting recession,
the 1980 college graduate stands
a one-to-two percent better
chance of landing a job than
1979 grads, according to a new
Michigan State University survey of large employers. Students
with bachelors degrees are going
to be more activuy recruited
than those with master and
doctoral degrees, the survey also
found.
"We hear a lot of talk about
a recession," comments MSU
Placement Director John Shingleton, "but college grads are In
good shape for two reasons.
First, grads are being hired by
companies for the long run.
We're not talking about posi-

tions that will go up and down.
Second, If there are going to
be cutbacks (in personnel during
an economic slowdown), they're
going to be in the blue collar
ranks.".
Shingleton's study was a
survey of 471 employers across
the country.
The results convinced him
that the heaviest recruiting will
be in accounting, aerospace,
electronics, retailing, the military, and by the petroleum
Industry.
Most employers, though, said
they were more Interested in
recruiting students with bachelors deg-ees than those - with
associate, masters or doctoral
degrees.
Shingleton also discovered

beginning salaries will be up
seven-to-eight percent over last
year. Thirty-four percent of the
employers surveyed aid starting
salaries they offer aio negotiated
during the hiring process, while
the remaining two-thirds of the
employers set salary levels before applicants walk through the
door.
Even education degrees, until
recently considered express tickets to the unemployment line,
are more valuable In the job
market, the survey found. Demand for math, science, industrial arts and special education
teachers is especially strong.
The University of Wisconsin,
for example, announced three
days after Shingleton announced
his findings that it had placed 77

percent of its 1979 education
graduates in teaching jobs. Only
two percent of those graduates
willing to relocate didn't get
jobs.
The Michi»»n State study
confirmed that relocation is a
major factor in most hiring de-

cisions. Most companies said
convincing graduates to move is
their most difficult recruitment
problem. The majority of job
opportunities this year seem to
be in the south-central, northcentral and south-west regions
of the country.
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Colleges are having time with conservation
(CPS)-Thh tail She best of
times for physical plant managers.
Thaw managers are led by
one Paul Knapp, vho heads
the weightily-named Association of Physical Hant Managers of Universities and Colleges, and who is, fittingly
enough, leas optimistic:
"Then is a tremendous burden on (educational) faculties
right now," he understates.
Knapp methodically ticks off
the reasons why. 'With declining
enrollment, declining endowment, EPA standards, OSHA
standards, handicapped standards, and maintenance, the Institutions are going to have a
tough time."
Worse y f t , Knapp was responding to a question about eneijy, which is the managers'
Moat troublesome problem of
the moment Managers were already groaning under unanticipated energy cost Increases even
before the Iranian oil cutoff
threatened to drive energy prices
even higher.
Yale administrators, for example, watched campus energy
costs hit $11 million in 197879, a 500 percent increase
tills year and patriotically appropriated $7.4 m i n i c to make
campus buildings more energy
efficient. They had to begin
Thanksgiving break with an
announcement that university
costs for 1979-80 were running
a full $4 million over budget
anyway.

Yale's problems aren't unique. The University of Connecticut's energy costs haw Increased by $3.3 million per
year, despite conservation measures that have saved it an estimated $4 J million. The University of California-Berkeley is
trying to cope with an estimated 40 percent increase In
energy costs. The University of
Florida planned for a 30 percent Increase, but has gotten an
Increase doser to 40 percent.
As of. mid-November, it was
close to $500,000 over its
energy budget
"If we dont get special
appropriations or convert unused faculty salaries," Florida
Executive Vice President John
Nattress warned the Florida
ALLIGATOR, "then we may
have to dose down the university."
Nattress quickly quallfl-.-s the
remark, saying it w e 'an offthe-top-of-the-head threat," but
it is typical of the kind of
frustration college energy managers >re feeling these days.
Federal efforts to force them
into conservation programs have
brought only mixed results. On
July 16 President Carter ordered
that the thermostats In all
public buildings be kept at 78
degrees In the summer, and at
65 degrees after Oct. 1. If everyone complied, he said, the U.S.
would cut its oil consumption
by 250,000 barrels per day.
"We have had very few people who are unable to comply

(with the standards)," Knapp
reports. On the other hand, 'It
is doubtful that (turning down
thermostats) will save energy."
There's no doubt the thermostat program has awakened
some
resentment
among
administrators over yet another
are* of governmental 'Interference" In university attain.
"Hell no, we're not In strict
compliance," says University of
Oklahoma Physical Plant Manager Chris Mason. Mason said
the University has "a real good"
conservation program, but that
it isn't like Washington's. The
reason is that the university uses
natural gas, not oil. "We could
shut the university down and
not save a drop (of oil)," he explains. He expects "federal regulators will be on my back anyway."
He estimates that a centralized control system could average $100,000 per building.
Yet physical plant managers
have few ways of estimating how
much either federally- or
campus-initiated
conservation
programs will save them, though
Knapp promises central control
systems can pay for themselves
in "two to three years."
Southern Illinois University
at Edwardsviile, for one, experimented with energy conservation in August when it
shortened summer session weeks
fror.. five to four days. Now the
university is considering trying it
again later In the school year.
Assistant Provost Dr. Earl Beard,

L©©K

•program has been disapp< iting. Lake Erie College and Garfield Senior College in Painsevllle, Ohio have been more
successful with a program that
gives an $J 8 tuition discount
on three-credit courses to students who carpool to and from
classes.

Such measures, however,
haven't discouraged administrators from seeking longer-range
solutions. The University of Illinois, which expects to spend S3
million more on energy In 1S80
than in 1979, lias already allocated $500,000 for the first
phase of converting a university
power plant from oil to natural
gas.
The government, which fa
trying to encourage plants to
convert from oil to coal, has
started a "high sulphur coal
demonstration" plant at Georgetown University. The pollution
from the plant, according to
Richard Stephens of the Department of Energy, will be under
Washington, D.C. effluence standards.
The University of Kansas also
considered building a new power
plant, one that would bum
waste and wood. Plans were
tabled when Kansas discovered
the plant would cost $ 1 0 V >
million to build.
Less ambitiously,. Harvard
spent $750,000 in August to
purchase a Gulf OU gas station
near campus.
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however, notes "There really is
no precise way to prove
savings."
Administratis readily offer
estimates of energy savings
nevertheless. The University of
New Mexico claims Its conservation program Is saving
$900,000 a year. Oregon State
says It saved $400,000 In 197879. The Unive-sity of Alabama
said its summer 1979 energy
bill was $130,000 below the
summer 1978 bill.
Asked how the savings were
made, Alabama finance Vice
President Robert Wright offhandedly explained, 'They're
turning out lights, cutting down
on the use of air conditioners,
and mostly doing what they
can do themselves."
Despite the hand-wringing
and financial risks, such informal
measures seem more typical of
university energy programs than
formal campus-wide control efforts.
Northwest . Missouri State
University, for example, put all
its security personnel in Cushman scooters, while Iowa State
sold the physical plant department's trucks in favor of six
mopeds. Iowa State and Iowa,
moreover, are encouraging their
departments to use gasoholpotentially a major industry In
that farm state-instead of gas in
all school vehicles.
At the University of Arizona,
an administration computer was
programmed to help match students with carpociers, but the
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Woman receives title degree
A Kershaw County woman
Saturday was the first person In
South Carolina to receive a
college degree through a Title
XX contract offered by the
State Department of Social Services and a participating educational institution.
Pat Eller of Lugoff, a public
assistance supervisor with the
Kershaw County Department
of Social Services, received a
bachelor's degree In social work
at commencement exercises Dec.
16th at Wlnthrop.
Only Wlnthrop College and
Columbia College In Columbia
have Title XX contacts with
the state to provide primary
social work education to Depart-

ment of Social Services employees. Only Wlnthrop College provides off-campus locations where
social services employees can
take classes.
Mrs. Eller, who started taking
classes In 1977 when the program began, has remained a fulltime social services employee
while taking class at night at
three of Wlnthrop's 16 offcampus locations. She took most
of the courses required for her
degree at Columbia, Suir.U.* and
Florence.
Approximately 240 other social services employees were
registered fill semester In the
Title XX tracing program at
Wlnthrop. Almost all of these

students took classes off campus
at night to work toward social
•vork certification or a degree
In social work.
Jn the two and a half years
since the beginning of the program, 44 social aervtces employees have become certified
at Wlnthrop, but Mrs. Eller Is
the first to earn a degree.
The project is operated with
76 percent federal funds and
26 percent funds from the
participating educational Institution. Students pay no tuition.
Coordinator of the Title XX
project on the Wlnthrop campus
is David Jeffreys, an assisU-t
professor of social work.

Commission wants languages
(CPS) — The President's Commission on Foreign Language*
and International Studies has
handed down a report that
suggests that the federal government add 9187 million to step
up foreign language studies In
this country. The commission
called Americans' Incompetence
In foreign languages "scandalous."
The report, published after
13 months of deliberations and
hearings, discovered "a serious
deterioration In thfc country's
language and research capacity,
at « time when an Increasingly

with the commission's findings.
'The Importance of language
and International studies at
ojllegK and universities Is sufficiently
stressed."
Fenwick
argued. Fenwick charged the
166 page report contains "no
mention of standards or achieveOnly eight percent of Am- ment"
erican colleges and universities
James Perkins, chairman of
now require a foreign language
for admissions or graduation, the commission says his group
stopped
short of proposing
compared with 34 percent In
specific standards for foreign
1966.
Bur Congresswomen MUlicent language proficiency because the
Fen wick (R-NJ) told College commission wanted to be "pracPress Service that she disagrees tical minded."

hazardous International military,
political ind economic environment is making unprecedented
demands on America's resources,
intellectual capacity and public
sensitivity."
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News briefs
Biology seminar
"Chemical Carcinogenesis l« an Animal Model" Is the
title of a biology seminar to e presented by Dr. Beverly
Anne Weeks on January 23 In Room 216 Sims at
4:00.
Weeks is a microbiologist at the Bowman Gray School
of Medicine In Wlnrton Salem, N.C. She received her PhD.
degree bom North Carolina State University, her M.S.
from Tulane University School of Medicine, and her B_A.
from the Biology Department, Wlnthrop College.
Dr. Weeks is actively engaged In reseuch on that dreaded
disorder, cancer. While at the University of South Carolina
School of Medicine she worked on the effects of nutrition
on tha development and treatment of tumors.

Gate to be opened
The Water St. gate by the chapel on tha Wlnthrop
campus will now be open through 10 p.m. MondayThursday, according to Chief Williams and the Traffic
Committee.
The gate has usually beeu closed at dark bat will now be
open so students attending night classes will have another
way to leave the campus along with the Oakland gate.
Williams said that the Cherry Road gates will still be looted
at dark.

Orientation staff
Applications for the 1980 Orientation staff are now
available at Din kins Information desk, according to Jan
Hardy, assistant director of the Orientation staff.
"All students, Indudlng day students; can participate,"
said Hardy. "The applications should be turned In to the
Dean of Students office in upstairs Dlnkins by February
11."

Senior Order
Fifteen members of the senior class have been chosen
for membership in Senior Order which recognizes a student's participation' in extracurricular activities and service
to the college.
Hie membeis are Linda Teal, West Columbia; Jane
Polansky, Columbia; Felicia Butler, Cross; Julia Gilbert,
Greenville; and Claude Sloan, Rock Hill.
Other members include Debra Toiar, North Charleston;
Angela Hendrix, Aiken; Joyce Plyler, Lancaster; Patricia
Abbott, Spartanburg; and Shree Yongue, Livingston.
Also Jimmie Williamson, HartsvlU;, Lynda Cheryl
McGrew, Columbia; and Ralph Johnson, Rock Hill.
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Phi Kappa
Phi inducts
By DALE DOVE
Thirty-eight new members were received Into membership
for the National Honor Society of Phi Kappa Phi on Wednesday,
December 5, 1979, according to Dr. Connie Lee, president of
(he Winthrop Chapter.
Juniors elected to Phi Kappa Phi membership Include Barbara
Lynn Byron, Clearwater, Florida; Kelly Ami Cordon, Rock (fill;
Rhonda Denise Hammett, Gaffney; Frieda Lynn Henderson,
Cayce; and Cart Wesley Johnson, Rock Hill.
Also, Sandra Kay Morrison, Manhattan, Illinois; Debre Lee
Robertson, Spartanburg; Laura Jane Shirley, Pendleton; Christine Logan Snipes, Rock Hill; and Cynthia Louise White, Greenville.
Seniors elected to Phi Kappa Phi membership are Barbara
Strickland Batt, Rock Hill; Klmberiy Anne Chavers, Charlotte,
N.C.; Kimberly Anne Collins, Florence; Mary Ann Condron,
Goose Creek; and Catherine Hayslett Deas, Rock Hill.
Others elected are Georgia Petrus Funderburke, Rock Hill;
Paul Ronald Hargett, Jr., Rock Hill; Brenda Aon Hinnant, Rock
Hill; Geraldine Francos Kurzeja, Jersey CSty, New Jersey; Florence Eugenia Little, Jonesrille, and Deborah Joanna Lowery,
New Ellenton.
Abo Sheny Kay Mullls, Lancaster; Rita Finch Pettit, Rock
Hill; Amy Lynn PrtreUe, Indian Trail, N.C.; Genevieve Whitmore
Sollmani, York; James Grant White, Chester; and Paul T. White,
Jr., Charlotte, N.C.
Masters elected to Phi Kappa Phi membership include Judith
Lawing Barker, Grant Falls; Janice Johnson Bosman, Rock Hill;
Lita Bulla Brank, Charlotte, N.C.; Betty Lou Land, Rock MB;
and Betty ?uicell Mullins, Charlotte, N.C.
Also Robert Andrew Neill, Charlotte, N.C.; Ann Stevens
Roddey, Rock Hill; Daisy Burnett Wilson, Chester; Marcella
Anne Wyatt, Indianapolis, Indiana; and Luanne D. Brown,
Charlotte, N.C.
Each year, one member of the faculty, who has distinguished
himself in his field, is elected into membership of the Society.
Dr. Mary Wylle Ford, chairman of the Physical Education Department, received this honor and was received into membership.

After a week on the dcpes, same of the Winthrop group poses for a snapshot with the mountain
dope as a backdrop. Nearly 30 W.C. students participated in ski classes at Applschian State University. These students were joined by other colleges from the Carolines. (Photo by Joel Nichols)

Studycade '80
What do Geneva, Florei.ee,
Studycade '80 will tour
Rome,
Venice,
Budapest, Switzerland, Italy, Austria and
Vienna, Salzburg and Paris have Hungary in 23 days (plus four
in common?
days for the Paris option).
Hiey—and other European Coiiege students taking the trip
cities—will be visited by Win- may register for three or six
throp College's Studycade '80.
credits in European history.
Birdsall Viault, chairman of Registration deadline is March
Winthrop's History Department, 1.
will lead the "traveling seminar"
beginning May 31.
The basic cost of $1,589 inThe trip is open to both cludes' transatlantic airfare from
college students and non-student New York via Sabena Belgian
travelers.
World Airlines and all travel in

Europe on a private motor
coach, plus dl hotels, admission fees and most meals. The
Paris option will cost an additional $269 and will include
train fare from Zurich to Paris
and a full program in the French
capital.
A brochure and more information may be obtained from
Viault, History Department,
Winthrop College, Rock Hill,
S.C. 29733 or call (803) 323
2173.

FOR WHAT IT'S WORTH

s

(FORMERLY Thursday's)
UNDER SAME MANAGEMENT
FRIDAY & SATURDAY NIGHTS

BRIAN HUSKEY
8-12 PJR.
JANUARY 25 & 26
FREE ADMISSION WITH WINTHROP COLLEGE IJ).
(All others, $1.50 cover)
FEATURING:
Luncheon Daily Specials
Weekend Entertainment

WINTER HOURS:
Mon. & Tues. 11 to 3 I
Wed. & Thurs. 11 to 11 1
£ & & & , . 11 to 12 '
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Nuke research to resume
(CPS)-The pressure is apparently off university nuclear research efforts since Washington
State Governor Dixie Lee Ray
re-opened the Hanford nuclear
waste dump in Eastern Washington last week. Ray opened the
dump aftrr the Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC), the
Department of Transportation
(DOT), and Washington State
agreed on new regulations for
packaging and shipping the
radioactive trash.
"All they're telling us is
what we've been doing all
along," says Wilbur Tabor, director of the University of New
Mexico Radiological Safety
Office. "It's just a matter of
more paperwork. If everyone
had been following Department
of Transportation packaging
regulations all along this would
never have happened."
But Wanda McCtain of the
Nuclear Engineering Company
Inc., managers of the Hanford
•site, said that everyone was
not.
"The problem has built up
over the years," McClaln explained. "The major problem
was that the packages (of radioactive waste) were not marked
properly. There was no safety
problem, yet."
The reason that many universities heaved a collective ugh

over the re-opening of the Han- this stuff twice a year," said
ford site was that research and Bill Wilson, a nuclear researcher
medical treatment using radio- at Washington State University.
active material was about to And at Purdue University Assiscome to a halt because of a tant Radiological Control Office
shortage of campus storage Dr. Richard Vetter predicted,
"We can hold out about three
space for the waste.
"Well store it In the hallway months."
In front of the president's ofHowever, Paul De Luca, a
fice," Michael O'Brien, radiation
safety officer at the University physicist working In cancer reof Washington commented facet- search at the University of Wisiously soon after the Hanford consin, had to cease efforts
site was closed. "But we must when the university^ supply of
find a way to store it inde- tritium, a radioactive isotope,
was cut-off by the NRC. The
finitely, or stop the reseerch."
NRC regulates the amount of
radioactive material that can be
McClain said that the new on any campus at one time.
De Luca now scys that his
Washingtonregulationsrequire
that each generator of nuclear research Is ready to continue
waste purchase a user permit as soon as radioactive wastes
from the state. A 15-cent per can be shipped off campus.
cubic foot of waste surcharge Yet, "until it leaves our camwill be levied to provide an addi- pus, we're still in a bind."
tional Inspector for the Hanford
site. Similar regulations have
Vetter reports that while
been proposed for the Beatty
dump site in Nevada, which Purdue hasn't shipped any of
its
radioactive waste, "we now
was closed down at the same
anticipate that the Hanford
time as Hanford.
Most universities involved in opening will solve our problem.
nuclear research or medical We're getting filled, but we're
treatment reported few prob- not in any dire need." Vetter
lems due to the closure when notes that the new regulations
contacted by College Press Ser- will increase the cost of disposing of the waste, but says
vice last month.
"Wo don't have any prob- it's too early to tell oy how
lem now because we only ship much.

We court

News briefs
Jackson to preach
The Reverend Summie E. Jackson of York will preach
on "Slackness As a Sign and an Assignment" at the first
jointly sponsored worship service by Winthrop College
Cooperative Ministries and the Association of Ebonites
on Sunday, January 27 at 6 pjn. in the Johnson auditorium, according to Rlscher Brabham, campus minister.
Brabham said that Mr. Jackson is a graduate of Paine
College and the Candler School of Theology at Emory
university and is currently serving as pastor or the York
St. James Charge of the United Methodist Church.

Security
Do you want to know more about Winthrop Security?
Do you have a question about how Security operates?
A pipe about parking tickets? Or a commendation for
Security services?
THE JOHNSONIAN wants to hear from you for a
special article on Winthrop Security and related subjects.
Send your comment, question, or opinion (along with
your name and classification for the story) to THE JOHNSONIAN, Box 6093.

Book and Key
During an initiation ceremony at Winthrop president
Charles Vail's. home last mouth, students were Initiated
into the Winthrop College chapter of Book and Key, which
is open to seniors in the College of Arts and Sciences.
Members initiated were Angela Elaine Hendrix, a senior
from Aiken; Deborah Joanne Lowery, a senior from New
Ellenton; Deborah Ann Kiliinger, a senior from Sumter;
and Joyce Elaine Plyler, a senior from Lancaster.
Also Wayne Edward Worthy, a senior from Chester;
Amy Laura Brown, a senior from Union; and Martha Marie
Campbell, Dorothy M. Gallicn, and Fred Eugene Hembree,
all of Rock Hill.

Rock Hill's
most unique restaurant

The Sandwich Construction Company is now proud
to offer Winthrop Students with I.D. a 15% off your
meal Monday-Saturday, even during Happy Hour.
Mixed drinks 2 for 1, Draft 40c a mug, $2 pitcher.
Happy Hour-All Day Monday. 4-7 Tuesday-Saturday
10-12 Friday and Saturday

10t Draft for Winthrop Students Thursday night, 8-11
Come andCILJjy
enjoy
HJC the
Isat best
JWI4-, food,beverages, and atmosp
V
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Lewandowski mosaic unveiled
A 34-foot mosaic mural
created by Edmund D. LewandowiH, chairman of the Art
Department, was unveiled Monday, NOT. 26, 1979, at St.
Luke's Hoapltal In Milwaukee,
Wisconsin.

Lifesaving rule
may kill us
By PENNY THERRELL
The administration of our college has made what they
feel is another gnat Improvement In our lifestyles. Tills
time their attempts to Improve our Uvea may Jut Ull us.
Last semester a new Ore drill policy came Into effect
which requires each dorm to have a fire drill at least cnce
a month at some unannounced, obnoxious time. Supposedly, this wfll increase our response to the noise sod wa wfll
dash from the building every time we bear the noise,
saving o u a d v a from hum In the case of a real fire. Right?
WRONG!
While I don't condemn the Idaa of fire drills, let s not
get carried away. Too much of a good thing can be harmAd. A fir* drill once a semester may be beneficial In letting
the residents know just how to react in the event of a real
fire, but ooce every month Is a joke. When residents hear
the sound of the Ore alarm, they assume that It is simply
another practice M l and take their time leaving If they
leave at all.
I would not hesitate to speculate that if a real Ore were
to break out In a residence haO at Wlnthrop, many of the
students would not get out In time. Hie reason would be
that they are becoming Immune to the alarm.
I realize that the Idea of Ore drills may be a good one;
however, if the administrators will stop a minute and think
about it, they will realize that their new rule designed to
protect our lives may be the death of a good many of us.

The St. Luke figure was
constructed near Yon ken, N.Y.
and took a year to complete.
It Is now located at the Walter
Schroeder addition of the hoapltal.
The work reflects the style
of Eastern Byzantine art of
the 4th century. T h i s was the
period when mosaic art tint
appeared, and with this work
I tried to bring the 4th century
Into the 20th century," said
LewandowsH.
"The work b 84 by 84 foot.
You can figure It has about
780. stones per square f o o t "
(Milwaukee Journal Photo)

waste it.

potato or soup 1.99 - 5 Oz. Chopped Sirloin and
Mushroom Gravy with potato or soup 1.59

We also offer nightly and other luncheon specials
Open Smday-Thunday 11-10, Friday and Saturday 11-11
2531 Cherry Rd. Rock Hill

A Great After-TheGame-Meal!
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lior places in show

"Profiles" on exhibit
A 20 piece sculpture collect s entitled, "Profiles," will
be on exhibit Jan. 15 through
Feb. 15 to the Rutledge Art
Gallery, according to Edmund
D. LewandowsU, chairman of
the Art Department.

_ Oleuy, Sonlor Winthrop Horns Economics Education
j received third place to the Holiday Beverage Division of
uthern Christina* Show/Chariotte News "Edje Low Bakej for her recipe, Holiday Apple Frost Beverage, according to
t Spencer, Editor of Charlotte News.
i had over 600 entries to the contest this year. It Is, quite
a popular contest with residents," Spencer said.
i contest was-held to Charlotte, N.C. All winners had their
I written to the Charlotte News Magazine.
y's recipe:
Holiday Apple Frost

The work was created between Feb. 1978 and Aug. 1979
by John T. Acom, professor
head of the Department of
History and Visual Studies,
College of Architecture, Clemson University. Acom used only
common Or wood, sheet
aluminum, and aluminum nails
to his pieces.

i apple cider
i nonfat dry milk powder
_> cinnamon candles
I apples, cored, but not peeled
> sugar
I vanilla
> 12 ice cubes
\
• cider, milk powder and candies in blonder. Cut apples
. eighths and add to blender along with sugar and vanilla,
nd at high speed until smooth. Add ice cubes slowly, still
hding, until mixture is thick and slushy. Yield: four cups.

The exhibit can be seen Mon.Frl. 9-4:30 and Sun. 2-5 p jn.

Northern

Doswell, Ward elected
. »o Rock Hill men have been elected president and vice
lident if the Winthrop College Foundation.
Marshall Doswell, vice president of corporate communications
Springs Mills, was elected president at the foundation's
nl-annual meeting Dec. 1 on campus. Robert M. Ward, an
»orney and former state legislator, was elected vice president.
? Since July 1, the Winthrop Foundation has provided 517,882
jr scholarships and grants, $15,667 for academic laboratories,
Id $2,636 for the Winthrop Research Council to support faculty
jsearch projects.
, The foundation was established to 1973 as a non profit cororation for educational and scientific purposes beneficial to
nthrop College. It raises and administers funds for the improvent and expansion of educational programs.

Radical film maker Rob Nilsson will present his awardwinning
film,
"Northern
Lights," at 8 pjn. on Jan. 23
in Joynes Center for Continuing
Education at Winthrop College.

Anyone for cheas? This chess queen, part of the 20 piece
"Profiles" collection by John T. Acom, stands over five feet
tall and can be seen at the Rutledge Art Gallery through February
15. (Photo by Tim Hartls)

NDsson will be present to
comment on his work and to
answer questions. The program,
part of the Independent American Film Makers: Southern Circuit, is free to the public.

TownCenter Mall
324-1363

TOPS OF ALL DESCRIPTIONS
YOUR FAVORITE TRANSFERS
CUSTOM PRINTING
& LETTERING
GREEK LETTERS
OPEN: 10 A.M. to 9 P.M. Monday thru Saturday
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Bette Midler admired Janis Joplin
By PETER KLEM
(CPS)—Bette Midler's hallmark has always been her vertatillty. She can sing anything:
nostalgic renditions of old chestnuts bom the thirties and forties, early rock classics, ballads,
blues, even country music.
And now she's tried something else: acting. As the lead
In 20th Century Fox's "The
Rose," she plays a high-stiung,
self-destructive rock singer of
the late sixties with such verve
and intensity that she seems
a shoo-in for an Oscar nomination. But her performance is
more than that. It's probably
the most electrifying screen
debut since Bar bra Stwisand*
"Funny Girl."

SAVE THE
CHILDREN
OF
CAMBODIA

i!

The happy lit of actnaa
and role, though, almost never
happened. Midler, for one,
dldnt think much of the role
when she first read It. ' 1
dldnt like It particularly," ahe
recalled at a recent interview
In Los Angeles. ' 1 thought the
language was too rough. I'm
very scholarly under all this,
y'taow?"
She wasn't too happy
about a role that could be so
easily traced to its less-thansubtle similarity to the life of
Janis Joplin. Although
the
filmmakers insist Joplln's life
was only the inspiration for
a script about the stresses Inherent to rock "n roll superstardom, there's enough onstage drinking and pathetic
urges to please old, uncaring
families in the aim to keep
the charges of sensationalist
grave-robbing alive for a long
time.
Midler says she ultimately
accepted the role because it
would be » personal departure
for her.
"The thing I've always tried
to do in my career is not to
do the expected. As it turns
out, this was just as unexpected
as anything could have possibly
been. If I had played the Queen
of Poland, it couldnt have
been any more shocking to
people who know me."
She figured that differences
in vocal style and appearance
would make it Impossible to
Impersonate Joplin any "ray. "I
really did try to t)a.y away from
(Imitating Joplin) . . . I was a
big fan of Janis*, and I dldnt
think I could do justice to her
memoiy."

ThereH be more Alms, too.
If she wouldn't Imitate Jop- ways say I was the same, no
lin, <fid she base the role on her matter how many years would "I'd like to do a comedy, a
go by, no matter how much comedy with music. I'd like to
own experience?
"I was never in as much pain weight I'd lost, no matter how play someone who gets to smile
a lot, and tell jokes, and wear
as that character. I've been In weird my hair was."
the soup, but I've never been 10
Home for Midler, now 33, scanty clothes, bleached blonde
far down that I really couldnt was Honolulu, where she was hair."
There might be television
see any way out."
"the only Jewish girl to an
Several scenes in the fllm,
otherwise Samoan neighbor- work as well. One of her favorhowever, sure look like allusions hood." A role In the fllm ite performances so far was a
to Midler's own life. In one "Hawaii" Inspired her to leave special for cable TV she did
sequence die visits a transvestite for New York. She struggled called "The HBO Show."
night dub. She tears through a there for six years, working
men's bathhouse looking for her hi? way up In the cast of the
"That had some real tacky
boyfriend in another scene.
theatrical version of "Fiddler moments in It," she recalls
Midler, whose career took an on the Roof." She left the show fondly. "I loved th«t. I'd like
improbable turn up while work- for the nightclub circuit, the to do another c.ie fo»- them.
ing at the continental baths In Continental Baths, and Anally They let you go on x'or Iiours.
New York, confesses she asked the records and revues that It's a lot like British TV. They're
herself, "Did they put that In made her far/ious.
just filthy on British TV. They
there because they thought I
She wouldnt mind going encourage you to say things
would like that?" The screen- back to live shows for awhile. you would never get away with
writers assured her the scenes "It keeps me alive. It's great on American television. I loved
were in the script before Midler stimulation."
that show."
was even considered for the role.
And protests that her and
Rose's outlooks were different
didn't prevent Midler from getting oddly emotional when discussing the character. At one
point In the Interview, when
she discussed Rose's barelyfilmed relationship with her
parents, Midler became so tearful she couldn't continue talking.
She
recovered
quickly,
though, saying, "I'm really tired.
I need a year off." It was a lint
from the film.
Does she want to take that
year off to go back home, to
parade her success like Rose
wanted to?
"I used to want to go home
a lot, and show 'em all, but
then there came a point where I
didn't need to. It dldnt make
any difference. They would al- Time to catch up on the latest gossip, along with other trivial
things lik® homework and studying. (Photo by Tim Htrtis)

INTERESTED IN
PHOTOGRAPHY?
The international
Save the Children
Alliance — working
in Thailand since
1976 — is now providing 100,000 Cambodian refugees with
emergency food and
health care. Seven
medical teams struggle to save the victims of malaria,
dysentery, pneumonia — and starvation.

W.C TATLER is seeking on
experienced photographer
for part-time employment.

-Paid Position -Challenging
-Flexible Hours -A Way To
Meet People -Campus-Wide
Recognition Of Work
CALL FOR INFOPJAATION: TATLER—
800-243-5075 ext. 2289, AM Y USSERY-3223,
SHAWN O'NBli—3037

Savethe
Children.

Westport, Connecticut
06880

We can't afford
to waste it.

taofioti:

'while, supply lasts at both
Rock Mill Locations
Stop in today and yet yours!

lonald's
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By ANDYSOLOMON
Sports Information Director
The Wlnthrop College mascot, an eagle, has new life.
He Is not caged, yet is fed
three times a day. He does not
fly, although he thinks he can.
He's harmless to friends and
foes alike. He doesn't appear
only when ho Is hungry. He
soars when Winthrop athletic
teams take their places
in
battle. He is a cheerleader.
He's almost seven feet of
nylon and fleece-type fur. His
beak is molded flberglais. His
legs are garnet leotards. His
feet are furry. He's Winthrop's
Eagle.
Live mascots are going the
way of set shots. The reasons
are several: a mascot may be
on the endangered species list
(Florida's gator); or it's hard to
find someone willing to care
for it (Florida A&M's rattlesnake) or the critters aren't
stadium or court-broken (Colorado's buffalo). The trend Is
toward dressing up someone in
a Muppet-like suit and turning
him loose in the stands.
"It offers a bit of humor
away from ihe action," says
Horace Turbeville, Wlnthiop's
assistant athletic director and
originator of the garnet and
gold eagle. "He's very entertaining and helps Identify Wlnthrop
College with its mascot, the
eagle.
"I saw the KGB Chicken
from San Diego on television
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Eagle comes
and talked It over with (Athletic
Director) Nield Gordon. Before
we knew it, WR had a design
submitted to a costume shop in
Charlotte. I think it's great and
the guy inside does a super
job."
The "guy inside" is a character himself. Doug Swanner, a
23-year-old senior marketing
major from Toga Cay, is a
natural-born eagle.
"When I get inside that costume, i forget everything else
and turn into an e*°ie. i don't
try to imitiate the KGB Chicken
or any other mascot. I Just do
what I want to do."
Swanner has a blast on the
basketball court. He gets down
with the Golden Garnets, Winthrop's dance team, during their
routines. He shows his support
or distain for Ihe officials. He
slaps palms with athletes and
even picks up cheerleaders'
sldrts. He puts an arm, er, a
wing, around coach Nield Gordon, ar.d clowns around the
court. He has fun.
"I need to lean, the boundaries and the limits, says
Swanner. "I don't want to
offend anyone, I just want to
do my part to get the crowd
going.

chance to follow the team.
"I used to live in Ihe dorm
with most of the basketball
players and I got to know them
pretty well. They're all friends
of mine and I just want to do
my part."
Dave Hampton, a senior cocaptain on the men's basketball team, says 20 percent of
the eagle is costume and 80
percent is Swanner.

"I agree with what Hampton said," said Swanner. "I
don't have to watch the game
to know what's going on. I
cen tell by crowd reaction. I
mingle with the people, especially the youngster, and I
always have an eye out for the
ladies. I express myself with
body langu--ge and gestures
while in the costume. I'm just
a nut at heart and it comes out
naturally when I'm in costume.
It's an excuse to act a little
crazy, well, a lot crazy."
The custom-made outfit gets
quite hot inside, according to
Swanner. He lost eight pounds
after the first game, but he
doesnt mind.
"You have to be in shape to
be the eagle," he says. "You
can lose weight and it isn't very
easy to move around in that
"I don't get paid for It, but outfit. I wear gloves, leotards,
I dont mind," the part-time a heavy costume.and a fiberglass
bartender admits. "I'm just a beak. I've promised to do five
nut who wants to be Involved pushups for every Wlnthrop
with the athletic program. It's dunk shot. It's not easy being
a good way to bring out the the eagle, but I'm proud to be
school spirit in me and a the first."

Wlnthrop stedtnt Doc,- Swaiuicr brings the Wlnthrop Earfe to
life to Ifae ddigbt of boa. (Photo by Joel Nichols)

Ibnight,

Everything
you always wanted
in a t e

f l lei

If it be
i^Lovvenbrau.

THANK YOU

lOWENBRAU

Winthrop

And less.

C 1977 Brewed by Miller Brewing Co Milwaukee. Wl USA

FOR YOUR PATRONAGE

PIEDMONT DISTRIBUTING CO., INC.
ROCK HILL 324-5242
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By DAVID JACKSON
Two recant deaths b m forced me to n-examfae the
place of atftMtei In modem day society.
One of these deaths occurred quite dose to home, that
being the f l i n g of Winthrop soccer player Scott Ztercrfd
(see Kelly Gordon's front page story). Hie other claimed
the Hfe of a man whom I knew only from the mediaLouisiana St. head football coach Robert "Bo" Rein,
death of both of these than has affected me deeply.
I ifid not know Scott Zierold very well. Our association
was basically a business-like, player-to-reporter kind of
thing. Yet I always liked and admired him.
His teammates referred to Zierold as "Mellow" because
of the fact that he never showed any kind of excitement
or motion no matter how hp or his team was play In;.
This attitude is pointed out through a story related by
soccer player John Hubbard, who talked about the time
that Zierold acddently kicked an Alabama-Huntsvllle
- player to the head. While the offended player eagerly
wanted a Sgbt, Zierold simply stood back, calmly said,
"I'm sorry," and walked away.
Scott was a hustling player who was always trying to
better Jiimaelf, as evidenced by the fact that he captured
this season's Most Improved Player award.
Scott Zierold's inspirit-g play will be missed. So, more
importantly, will his Inspiring personality. His death adds
to the grief of a group of men who have already had to
suite through the insane shootings of teammates John
ImhoU and Stew. Arnold.
While describing the details of Scott Zierold's death to
me, Winthrop Sports Information Director Andy Solomon
mentioned how it has been a '%ot and cold year" for
Winthrop soccer coach Jim Cauda, and that has certainly
been the case.
In 1979, Cauda realized a five-year dream by capturing
the District Six championship with a win over traditionally
powerful Erskine. However, on the very eve of that championship match, he had to endure the shootings of Imholz
and Arnold.
fa early December, Casada suffered an eye Injury on the
soccer field which landed him in the hospital. Then, later
that same month, came news of the death of one of his
moat promising players, Scott Zierold.
•Hius that championship which was the result of such
long and hard work looks less and less important in the face
of such tragic events.
fa the long run, championships (and athletics in general)
are not really that brnortant-and not nearly as important
as the suffering and dying of fellow human beings.
It seems to r-,e that sports should serve only as a pleasant
pastime whim wHl provide enjoyable memories for the
future (and this includes professional athletes who play for
a living because sooner or later the games wfll end and
living must begin). It is indeed a tragedy that the current
Winthrop soccer team's memories of their 1979 championship seasop will be clouded by thoughts of the death of a
major contribt tor to that title, Scott Zierold.
While Scott's aeath jolted me Into the realization of ihe
relative unimportance of athletics, with regard to living
(and dying), I further realized that there are many people
who place a grave over-emphasis upon them.
H e by product of this over-emphasis is the excessive
pressure to win. Hie majority of this pressure is placed
upon those men held most responsible for winnlng-the
coaches. Hiey air the ones who are expected to recruit
the best player, and then make the right decisions necessary for victory.
Paul Ingles, a sportscaster for WBT radio in Charlotte,
feels that this exceisive pressure put upon our nation's
coaches contributed to the recent death of one of themLouMana St. Football's "Bo" Rein.
Rein died in an extremely bizzare airplane accident
following a recruiting trip to Shreveport, La.
Bo Rein no doubt felt the pressure of the LSU job
from the moment he took it. Many felt that his
predecessor, 18-year veteran Charlie McClendon, had been
fired because he had failed to win the national championship. Rein knew he had to work as hard as he could to win
up to the expectations of the LSU supporters.
According to Ingles' theory (and I definitely agree with
It), It was this desire to worn as hard as possible which
prompted Rein to return to his office In Baton Rouge
following the trip to Shreveport, despite the presence of a
raging storm.
The result was disaster. While trying to fly over and
around the storm, the pilot and Rein lost consciousness
and thus control of the plane. Thus began a" uncontrolled
and horrifying trek eastward which resulted in a crash in
the Atlantic.
This tragedy, combined with the death of Scott Zierold,
have helped me get a better grip on the true place of
sports in society. They need not be taken too seriously,
and they are certainly not worth the win-at-any-cost pressure attended to them.
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Things were rolling. .
By DAVID JACKSON

game.
But then, Francis Marion
Just when It looked like. coach Lewis Hill called r timeNleld Gordon's Winthrop Eagles out and the break to t' actlor.
had things rolling, another wheel must have done wond .a as the
came oft their already bumpy Patriots held Winthrop scorebandwagon.
less for the next five minutes.
The Eagles, who were picked Meanwhile, the visitors from
to be the top team in District Florence hit shotsregularlyand,
Six and were even rated na- with 11 minutes left, they led
tionally before the start of the 52-44. Winthrop never recovered
season, followed up a dismal 3-6 from this 11-0 barrage.
start with four straight wins.
Included In this streak was a
Other than this excessively
98-71 walloping of Coastal long dry spell, Winthrop played
Carolina and a 72-70 last sec- pretty well against a team which
ond revenge win over tough has had only czt loss all seasonAllen (who had beaten the long. Any hope for a late comeEagles 83-73 earlier to the sea- back was squelched when the
son).
Pats hit 12 consecutive free
Between Jan. 10 and 12, throws to the last 1:25.
Winthrop recorded three road
This game was especially
wins in three nights, over significant to that it was attend- Erskine, Morris, and Allen. ed by the second largest home
Following the win over Allen crowd in Winthrop's hlstory(which was won by a Rick Rlese an overflow throng of more
shot !n the last seconds of the than 1400. According to Gorgame), the Eagles' record stood don, "the large crowd was
at 7-6, and they eaeuiy look greatly appreciated and is a big
forward to the Jan 14 home factor In our program. We hope
meeting with tht Francis that the students can always
Marion Patriots, a teai? which come out to the games and
was tied with Lander for the top enjoy them."
spot in the district at that time.
Winthrop was at a big disHowever, the results did not advantage to die game against
live up to expectations as Fran- Francis Marion because of the
cis Marion handed Winthrop a loss of starting guard. Bennett,
85-75 loss. A five minute scoring who after a slow start had
drought in the middle of the averaged 23 points for the last
second half was the key to three games before the break
Winthrop* defeat.
(Including a team high of 28
After trailing at halftime by against Coastal Carolina), had a
a score of 35-34, the Eagles back operation over Christmas
roared out to the second half and was forced to miss the first
and played some of their best four games after the break.
basketball of the season to
Hto absence particularly hurt
building a 44-41 lead with against a One team like Francis
18:06. At this point, the Marion.
Eagles had command of the
According to Gordon, 'not

The newest Eagle is also one of
ihe mod successful. Charles
Branson, a 6*8" transfer from
Gardner-^oob,
Is averaging
16.25 point! and 6.25 rebounds
per game and has been the
Pl*ysr of the Game to two out
of his first four contests. (Photo
by AP. Copley)

having Bennie Bennett against
Francis Marion was a big factor
because without him we had
nobody who could penetrate
and take the ball to the basket
and this is what Bennie does
so well."
The fact that Winthrop managed to kec,. the Francis Marion
game close up until the last two
minutes can be mainly attributed to the sparkling play of the
team's newest member-6'8"
trar-'fer forward Charles Brunson. Coming from Gardner-Webb
College, Branson became eligible
with the Jan. 10 game against
Erskine. He became an instant
star that night as his 17 points
helped earn the Eagles a big
64-60 road win. The next night,
Branson had 20 points and 10
rebounds to the £3-64 thrashing
of Morris.
Ha had only 5 points (but 7
rebounds) against Allen, but he
came hack strcng against Francis
Marion with 23 points and 6
rebounds, earning Player of the
Game honors as he had against
Erskine.
Branson's presence adds an
entirely new dimension to the
Winthrop attack. According to
Gordon, "he is a good scorer
inside. He is aggressive and
plays with a lot of enthusiasm."
Winthrop tans have waited a
long time to see Charlie Branson
and thus far they have been
quite pleased. Because of him,
and the prospects of a healthy
Bennie Bennett and Ronnie
Creamer (who is still recovering
from a wrist injury), many
Winthrop fans are still optimistic about their team's chances
of turning it around and playing
to their capability.
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Women drop four in a row
By DAVID JACKSON
Women's basketball coach
Ann Ellerbe Is undergoing a
new experience In Ufe-loslng.
However, she promises that this
will change and there Is no
reason to doubt her.
During a very successful prep
career at Greenville's J.L. Mann
High School, EUerbe's record
was never below .500 and her
teams never lost more than five
games in any one season.
However, just over a third
of the way through her initial
season at Winthrop, EUerbe's
team has already lost five games
and their record is below average
at 4-5.
This is particularly frustrating
for a proven winner like EUerbe
in that the season started off so
promisingly. FoUowing an opening game loss to UNC-Chariotte,
the Eagles won four In a row,
a streak which culminated with
an exciting 86-34 overtime win
against Coastal Carolina on Dec.
7.
However, since that victory,
the Eagles have flip-flopped with
four consecutive losses. EUerbe
says that she Is "a little disappointed because of those
games which we could have
had." The coach was no doubt
thinking about losses to Armstrong St. (78-70), Erskine
(57-39), and Francis Marion
(74-72) in which poor shooting
did them in.
Some encouragement within
this four game loss skein can be
found by examining and comparing two of those losses to
the same Francis Marion team.

96-56 loss to the Patrlottes,
the worst defeat In EUerbe's
coaching
career.
However,
several weeks later, In a Jan. 14
home game, Winthrop lost to
Francis Marion by only 74-72.
This loss was a heart breaker In
that Winthrop barely missed a
last second shot which would
have sent the game Into overtime.
But the Eagles' play In this
close loss to a team ranked
fourth in the state was encouraging nonetheless. Behind
45-34 at halftlme, Winthrop
traUed by as many as 15 points
during the second half. However, they rallied to within two
at 74-72 with only ten seconds
left. At this point, Ellerbe caUed a timeout to set up a last
shot.
"We tried to get the ball
Inside for a close shot or foul,"
said EUerbe. They did just that,
but center Sharon Dixon's 10
foot shot came in and out.
Francis Marion got the rebound
and then ran the clock out.

After the game, EUerbe said
that "we have shown a lot of
Improvement and I think we
shocked Francis Marion with
It."
Ellerbe noted the fact that
"when you beat a team by 40
points, you Ye not going to be
as up for the next game." However, this set of games shows
Winthrop's rise rather than Francis Marion's decline.
A major factor which kept
EUerbe's Eagles from upsetting
the Patriottes was free throw
shooting. While they hit 6 or 8
Cree tosses in the (list half,
Way back on Dec. 10, Win- Winthrop was but 4 of 11 in
throp suffered a nightmarish the second half.

Winthrop's Individual efforts
against Francis Marion were
paced, as usual, by
super
sophomore Sara Dukes, who had
26 points and 12 rebounds.
Dukes' seasonal averages lead
her team In both of these areas,
as she is recording 18.4 points
and 9.1 rebounds per game.
Winthrop Is also getting good
play out of guard Cassandra
"C.B." Barnes, although she has
been hampered In recent games
by an ankle Injury. Barnes is
currently averaging 12 points
and 4 rebounds per contest. .
Is EUerbe discouraged by her
team's performance thus fart
Not really. "I'm just getting
used to the ups and downs of a
young team. You've just got to
accept our inconsistency. On
some days well look just super,
and then the next day well
look like we've never seen a
basketball before. But, we're
buUding."
And that is the key-Ellerbe
is using her first couple of years
to build a solid foundation for
the future. She already has
several
talented freshmen
(Bonnie and Barbara Reynolds,
Nancy Floyd) and this speaks
weU for the rest of this season
and the future. Also, the team's
best player, Sara Dukes, is but
a sophomore.
In addition, EUerbe spent a
good deal of the Christinas
break traveling through North
and South Carolina looking at
potential recruits.
This first year coach isnt
used to losing and you get the
impression she doesn't like it.
The chances seem good that
she's not going to be doing It
much longer-durlng this or any
other season.

Wlnthmp% Nancy Floyd is one of thow young freshmen upon
whom Ann EUerbe Is counting to play a major role both now and
in the future. (Photo by A J . Copley)

Doubleheader tonight
Free student tickets are available in the athletic office
(located in the basement of Crawford) for tonight's basketball doubleheader at the York Comprehensl~» High School
Mini-Dome.
Ann EUerbe's women's team will play Wofford tonight
at 6 pjn. This will be followed by the men's game against
Limestone at 8 p.m.
Hckets will be given free to students with valid ID's
until 5 o'clock this afternoon.

Harris unveils new sports equality policy
WASHINGTON, D.C. (CPS)As many college athletic officials had predicted, U.S. Department of Health, Education
and Welfare (HEW) S cretary
Patricia Harris has announced
that HEW will abandon its
broadly based policy for insuring equal athletic opportunities
for women.
HEW will Instead require that
colleges and universities proportionally spend as much on
women's sports scholarships as
they do on men's, though it no
longer asks schools to exactly
match spending on all sports
benefits.
"If 70 percent of a school's
athletes are make," Harris told a
Dec. 4 press conference in
Washington, "they are entitled
to 70 percent of the financial
aid dollars" spent on sports.
She added that if schools
wanted to give more scholarships to female athletes, they
may have to cut back the
number of scholarships they
give to men.
The announcement
came
after a year of controversy
over HEW's prior Interpretation
of Title IX of the Higher Education Amendments of 1972,
which prohibits discrimination
on the basis of gender in
federally-supported institutions.
Former
HEW Secretary

Joseph Callfano said last December that the only way to
assure women of equal athletic
opportunities was to require
equal per capita spending for
men and women athletes. Callfano also called on colleges to
expand women's programs.
While women's groups hailed
the announcement, male athletic
directors and the NCAA protested that the equal per capita
spending requirement was economically Impossible.
HEW stalled enforcement of
the requirement while the controversy raged, and then pledged
to come up with the "final
policy
interpretation" that
Harris ultimately announced
last week.
The new interpretation exempts colleges from equal spending on many athletic "benefits" like recruiting and administrative costs, while concentrating
on
proportional
equality In scholarships.
Harris left room for disparity
In scholarships, too, as long
as the disparities aren't caused
by discrimination.
"HEW isnt requiring that
benefits such as locker facilities
or coaching staffs be Identical,"
Harris said. But programs will
be accused of violating Title
IX If they "provide new equipment each year for all their

male teams, and used equipment only for their female
teams."
Members of the sports establishment greeted the policy
interpretation with a little caution, confusion, and even irritation.
.
"To the extent they've removed a strict financial standard as a measure of compliance, It's a very positive development," says NCAA lawyer
William Kramer. The NCAA,
he adds, is still opposed to
even proportional spending for
athletic scholarships.
How it will affect
the
schools themselves is still open
to question. "I'd love to tell
you," says Jim Jones, senior
assistant athletic director at
Ohio State, "but we haven't
even seen the new guidelines
yet." Neverthel»ss, he
predicts that Ohio State would
probably already comply with
them.
Other, smaller schools dont
expect the new policy will have
much effect. Warren Emory of
the California Institute of Technology explains, "Our athletic
programs respond to the stu
dent interest. We fund whatever
programs the students ask for."
The problem Is obviously
more complex on most campuses, and women's groups aren't

sure the NEW policy will make
it easier.
"We won't be able to tell
the effects until it's enforced,"
says Jane Habiger of the
Association for Intercollegiate
Athletics for Women. "Right
now we just can't predict success."
"Women's groups would have
liked us to go farther," says
Lany Velez of HEW's Office

for Civil Rights, which will be
responsible for enforcing the
policy. "But they're pretty
happy with it now. We're optimistic."
At her press conference,
Harris noted that "if we find
it is completely unworkable,
it will be changed. But It will
take more than resistance from
a few universities."

This week's games
MEN
Monday, Jan. 21-Limestone at York Comprehensive High
School (8:00)
Thursday, Jan. 24-PRESBYTERIAN at Sullivan Jr. High
(8:00)
Saturday, Jan. 26-at Coastal Carolina (8:00)
WOMEN.
Monday, Jan. 21-Wofford at York Comprehensive High
School(6:00)
Thursday, Jan. 24-GARDNER-WEBB at Sullivan Jr. High
(6:00)
Saturday, Jan. 26-at Coastal Carolina (6:00)
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COOL IT!
RENT A
REFRIGERATOR
Larger Capacity
Choice of Sizes
Immediate Service or Exchange

CALL AND RESERVE YOURS TODAY!
HALF YEAR

FULL YEAR
TO ORDER:

CALL SGA, Ext. 2179
1-5 P.M.
RENT AT PRORATED RATE
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DSU HAPPENINGS
The wonderful
world of Mr. Fingers
DSU is proud to present the wonderful
world of "Mr. Fingers," the nation's foremost sleight of hand entertainer, January 22
at 8 o'clock on the main floor of' Dinkins.
According to DSU president Ronnie
Laffitte, Mr. Fingers will delight, fascinate,
and amaze his audiences with magic tricks
and illusions.
Mr. Fingers' show has been described as
"the 'OPEN SESAME' Into magical moments with the masters of the art in years
gone by." Tin show will also include demonstrations if psychic phenomena such as
ESP, mind reading and prophetic forecasts.

Barry Drake comes to ATS
January 25 9:15 P.M.
Singer/guitarist Barry Drake will delight
ATS-goers January 23 and 24 with his
unique blend of folksongs and humor. Not
just another R'tiiskellar performer, Drake
understands whit It's like to be a college
student because he's been one himself.
Combining his work with that of other
performers, Drake's music is gentle, intense Mid down to earth.
Admission to ATS Is a WCID. All acts
begin at 9.

Tillman Auditorium
50e WCID, $1 Guests

Caribbean cruise

Ski trip to
Sugar Mountain
If you like skiing, you'll like what the
DSU Travel Committee has in store for
February 1, 8, and 15. According to Katy
Krai, travel chairperson, for the small price
of SI8, you get transportation to and from
Sugar Mountain, lift tickets and equipment
rental. If you take your own equipment,
subtract $5. Lessons are $5 extra. Sign up
for the- ski trip at the Dinkins Information
Desk. Deadline for February 1 trip is January 25.

Picture yourself sitting on a ship in the
Caribbean, soaking up sun and sipping your
favorite beverage.
Sounds nice, but you know it is out of
your price ranged Take heart, because the
DSU Travel Committee has a deal for you.
$499 puts you on the water, if you provide
your own transportation to Miami. If requested, DSU will help arrange for transportation. For more information, call Katy
Krai in the DSU office, 2248.
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"I spent my freshman year looking for a parking space."

The Joseph Schlitz Brewing
Company certifies Schlitz to be a
beer of uncompromising excellence, expertly brewed using only
pure water, the very finest barley
malt, and select hops and grains.
Every drop carefully aged and
chill-lagered for superior quality.
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